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 After their defeat, the brothers must set off on a journey to establish and maintain the legitimacy of the Krrish brand. Dr. Yuri Bradawsky, PhD. The leader of the most powerful nation on Earth - the United States of America, is assassinated in front of the UN General Assembly. Yuri's son and successor, Yuriy, becomes the country's new leader. In order to stabilize the country, Yuriy needs to create
a new generation of superhumans. In his escape from death, Shiva first finds himself in the middle of a battle between the demonic Zultan, a demon possessing the body of young boy Saraf, and the warrior monks of Shaolin, who seek to eliminate Zultan with the help of a mysterious warrior from another dimension. Shiva and Vishnu find themselves once again in the physical world after the events of
Lord Shiva and the puppet Master. They begin to search for Dr. Bose's stolen research documents that are said to have the power to restore Shiva's powers. The first step is to find the stolen research documents in Mexico where they meet the demoness Shivamala. When sixteen-year-old Shantanu comes of age, his father, King Shantanu, agrees that he will marry his childhood friend, sixteen-year-old

Princess Padmini. However, Padmini's second cousin, Prince Dushyant, is in love with Padmini, and plots against Shantanu to make her marry him instead. Dushyant wishes to be king, but Shantanu is protective of his daughter. After experiencing trauma that strips her of her memories, Ashima is taken in by a man named Berta who claims to be her father, as her mother was killed in an accident.
Berta rescues Ashima from various other people who want her dead, but at the same time he is under threat of having his own life taken away from him by the evil organization, the Terraformers. Kate Cooper is a young woman who receives a gift of clairvoyance, or "majesty," from an unknown stranger, giving her the ability to see a glimpse of the future at a time when she wants to. This gift only

allows her to see one person's future at a time. Kate's parents are unaware of her gift, and she is unaware of her mother's immortality, until a devastating accident alters her future and ends her mother's life. Kate must now try to fulfill her mother's wish to become 520fdb1ae7
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